English as a Second Language

Conversational English
COMPREHENSIVE

BUSINESS

Focus skills: Communication,
listening, vocabulary, cultural
etiquette

Advance everyday English skills to
enhance interactions with native
speakers. With the motivation to be
both a better speaker and listener,
CONVERSATIONAL learners will be able to practice their
English skills for practical
interactions. This course will help
learners become more confident and
better understood when speaking over the phone, going to work, and expressing themselves
in an English setting. New learners will also receive cross-cultural training localized to where
they may be living and working as well as an increased vocabulary to utilize.
*Please note that all our class openings are currently full. Please submit your information
below to be contacted by an ESL instructor to enroll in the next available spot.
Objective: Practice and accelerate existing abilities in English, learn new skills and vocabulary
to expand learner’s independence in practical English settings.
English is the most used language in the world. It is the official language of 53 countries, not
including the United States. While English has just under half-a-billion native speakers,
learners who have English as a second (or foreign) language outnumber native speakers over
3-to-11 .
When living in an English-speaking country, second language learners want to communicate
effectively and use their second language confidently. With our remote learning capabilities,
7C Lingo can work with individuals or groups seeking to improve their English skills in
practical, conversational settings. Moving to a new country can be confusing enough when
learning a new culture and getting around a new place. Language skills are key to
communicating ideas and needs clearly.
1 Crystal, David. The Language Revolution. Germany: Wiley, 2013.

7C Lingo utilizes experienced instructors and
innovative methods to deliver the best ESL
experience that learners need. This course will help
learners with the simple desire that is often a
understood by others. In language learning, we
must consistently practice our existing abilities
while learning new ones.
Objectives for our learners in this course are to:
• Heighten ability to be understood by other English speakers
•
neighbors, ordering products over the phone, or meeting new people
• With a focus on speaking and listening, learners will also develop a wider vocabulary and
greater understanding of Western culture
classroom. This course will include content and projects to develop new skills alongside their
peers. Sample modules in this course include:
How to meet new people and make small talk in English-speaking countries, particularly
in a post-pandemic life
Understand detailed instructions, advice, and questions from other English speakers
Enrolling in this course will provide learners with 21 remote instruction hours over 7 weeks.

accommodations for your learning, such as:
100% remote learning, utilizing the highest quality video-conferencing software
Personalized goal setting and needs analysis with your instructor
Pre-course assessment to determine your current English level
Submit your information below to be contacted by one of our ESL instructors for a free
consultation and sign up for your personal English assessment.

7c@7clingo.com

